INTERESTED IN JAPAN?
You will have many opportunities to engage in the Japanese language and culture through interacting with Japanese students every day. You can also take Japanese language lessons.

DUKE OF EDINBURGH’S AWARD
Your activity in the UJYC may allow you to apply for the Gold Duke of Edinburgh’s Award, Residential section.

This prestigious award will help you stand out in future applications for university and for employment.

For details visit: https://www.dofe.org/residential-section

“**I made many friends of different backgrounds**”

“We had fantastic language lessons with a professional Japanese teacher”

— From UK UJYC Alumni of 2018

REGISTRATION
All participants must register through ucl-japan-youth-challenge.com
We will accept up to 50 British students.

COST
All food and drink will be provided throughout the UJYC. If you sign up for accommodation, dinner and breakfast will also be provided.

Free — No accommodation

Up to £900 — With accommodation, depending on accommodation request

Please contact us for more information

WANT TO FIND OUT MORE?
CONTACT OUR EVENT COORDINATORS
Hideyuki Miyahara
hmiyahara@japanatuk.com

Wataru Tage
wtage@japanatuk.com

SPONSORS

DATES
20 July Rikkyo School in England (Horsham, West Sussex)
21 - 22 July University of Cambridge
23 - 27 July UCL Bloomsbury Campus
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WHAT’S UJYC?
Hosted at UCL (University College London), one of the world top 10 universities, the UCL-Japan Youth Challenge (UJYC) brings together pre-university students from the UK and Japan in a 10-day summer school programme.

WHAT’S ON
The UJYC summer school provides opportunities to become aware of and discuss international issues, and also develop skills in communicating to large diverse audiences.

LECTURES
Many of the world leading researchers will speak on a range of topics from science to the humanities. Students will be encouraged to ask as many questions as possible. The lectures are a fantastic taster of university style learning; you may find which course you wish to enrol.

GRAND CHALLENGE WORKSHOP
Supported by the UCL Grand Challenges, cross-disciplinary research initiatives at UCL mixed groups of 8-10 students will discuss key world problems and present their findings to the public. This will stimulate the interest of the students in global and social issues. For details visit: www.ucl.ac.uk/grand-challenges

HISTORY
This annual event was established in 2015 to celebrate the 150th anniversary of the Choshu Five and the Satsuma 19 students’ arrival at UCL. Choshu Five were the first Japanese students who studied in a UK university, and upon return they played leading roles in modernising Japan. Since then, UCL and Japan have been enjoying close ties.

Students from both countries will engage in a series of topic-focused activities including workshops, lectures and a symposium. Our highlight is the Grand Challenge Workshop where you will discuss “Accessibility for All”, a topic important in our society today. This workshop will be accompanied by a symposium where high-profile UCL academics will give lectures and you will also give presentations in front of the public. You will be exposed to university experience with Japanese students.

ucl-japan-youth-challenge.com
Contact us for more information